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osteoporosis

Tai chi

BMD



Case scenario

A 55 y/o female
Menopause three years
No previous fractures or risk factors except low 
weight
Calcium 1200 mg, vitamin D 1000 IU daily



Diagnosis: low bone mass

BND
T score at L-spine=-2.2



Orthopaedist suggestion

Start long-term therapy to reduce bone loss and 
prevent fracture. 
Take regular exercise



Patient’s questions:

Should I take the medicine?
Any other treatment can improve my condition?
I heard tai chi can treatment osteoporosis,



How should you answer these questions?



EBM Decision Making

EBM is the process begins and ends with patients !!!!



Step 1

Ask an answerable question



Background questions

Ask for general knowledge about a disorder
Components:
A question root (who, what, where, when, how, why)
What is the disorder ?
What causes it ?
How does it present ?
What are some treatment options ?
Background resources: textbooks, narrative reviews in
journals (Online Harrison, UpToDate)

Answering only background questions is 
insufficient to help getting the best available care 
to our patients



Foreground questions

Ask for specific knowledge about managing patients 
with a disorder
Four (or three): PICO
Patient and/or problem
Intervention (exposure, test)
Comparison intervention (if relevant)
Outcomes



Formulate A PICO Question

P Patient or 
problem

Describes patient
(age, sex, race, past medical history,
Etc)

I Intervention What happens or is to be done;
treatment, diagnostic test, exposure,
screening

C Comparison Compared to what? Placebo
Nothing, placebo, gold standard,
another intervention

O Outcomes What is the effect of the intervention?



Determining question type

Therapy
Determining the effect of different treatments on improving 
patient function or avoiding adverse events
Harm
Ascertaining the effects of potentially harmful agents 

( including the vary therapies we would be interested) on 
patient function, morbidity, and mortality
Diagnosis (tests)
Establishing the power of an intervention to differentiate 
between those with & without a target condition of disease
Prognosis
Estimating the future course of a patient’s disease



Case scenario

A 55 y/o female
Menopause five years
Complained low back soreness
No previous fractures or risk factors except low weight
BND T score at L-spine=-2.2
Diagnosis: low bone mass



P.I.C.O.

P (patient):
Patient of postmenopausal women 
I (intervention):
Tai chi
C (comparison):
Sedentary life, other treatments 
O (outcome):

Bone mineral desity(BMD)



Step 2

Searching for the best available 
evidence



Search strategy PudMed





Systematic 
reviews



Systematic 
reviews



Systematic 
reviews



Search strategy PudMed

















Step 3

Critical appraisal



Critical Appraisal of Systematic Review

Are the results of the review valid ( )?
– What question did the systematic review addressed (

)?
– Is it unlikely that important, relevant studies were missed 
( )?
– Were the criteria used to select articles for inclusion 
appropriate( )?
– Were the included studies sufficiently valid for the type of 
question asked ( )?
– Were the results similar from study to study (

)?
What were the results ( )?
– How are the results presented ( )?



What question did the systematic review 
addressed (PICO)?

P postmenopausal
I tai chi

O BMD



Is it unlikely that important, relevant 
studies were missed?

data 
sources



Were the criteria used to select articles for 
inclusion appropriate?

?



191 citations

9 citations

3 citations

2 Chinese-language 
randomized trials

1 citations by an 
author of this review

6 controlled studies were identified. There were 2 RCTs,
2 nonrandomized prospective parallel cohort studies, and 
2 cross-sectional studies.



Were the included studies sufficiently 
valid for the type of question asked?

?



Were the results similar from study to 
study?

?



2 RCTs
Study A randomized, prospective 

study of the effects of  Tai Chi 
Chuan exercise on bone 
density in postmenopausal 
women

The effects of traditional 
sports on the bone density 
in postmen0pausal women 

location Hong Kong
Arch Phys Med Rehabil 2004;85;717-22

Shanxi
J Beijing Sport Univ 2004;27:354-60

Participant Postmenopausal community-
dwelling women

Postmenopausal school teachers

Interventions 
and 
Comparison

•12 months
•Tai Chi 5 sessions/wk, 
45min(n=67)
•Sedentary control(n=65)

•10 months
•Rope skipping(n=12)
•Mulan boxing(n=12)
•Tai Chi solo form(n=12)
•Tai Chi push hands(n=12)
•Sedentary control(n=12)

Outcome Reduced rate of tibial bone
loss in Tai Chi group ;
nonsignificant trends in
reduced rates of bone loss
w/DXA

BMD decreased in nonexercise
control and increased in all
exercise groups Tai Chi
pushing hands significantly
higher increases in BMD







2 cohort studies
Study Regular Tai Chi Chuan 

exercise may retard bone loss 
in postmenopausal women a 
case-control study

A study on Tai Ji exercise and 
traditional Chinese medical 
modalities in relation to bone 
structure, bone function and 
menopausal symptoms

location Hong Kong
Arch Phys Med Rehabil 2002;83;1355-9

Melbourne Australia
J Chin Med 2004;74;3-7

Participant Postmenopausal community-
dwelling women

Menopausal women

Interventio
ns and 
Comparison

•12 months
•Long-term Tai Chi practitioners 
(min 4y experience)(n=17)
•Age- and Sex-matched  sedentary 
control(n=17)

•8 months
•Tai Chi(n=12)
•Acupuncture(n=14)
•Chinese herb(n=14)
Half of each cohort initially 
allocated to sedentary control
then crossed over at 16wk

Outcome Significantly greater BMD in
lumbar spine, proximal
femur, and tibia in Tai Chi vs
control. 

Tai Chi increased rate of bone
formation but no effect on resorption; 
Tai Chi improved a number of 
menopausal symptoms
according to TCM theory





















2 cross-sectional studies
Study Effects of long-term

shadowboxing exercise on 
bone mineral density in the 
aged

Beneficial effects of regular 
Tai Chi exercise on 
musculoskeletal system

location Shanghai, PRC
J Clin Rehabil 2003;7:2238-9.

Hong Kong
J Bone Miner Metab2005;23:186-90

Participant Community-dwelling men and 
women

Postmenopausal community-
dwelling women

Interventio
ns and 
Comparison

• Long-term Tai Chi practitioners 
(min 5y experience) (n=28)
•Age-matched sedentary controls 
(n=32)

•Long-term Tai Chi practitioners 
(min 3y experience) (n=48)
•Age-matched sedentary controls 
(n=51)

Outcome BMD significantly greater in L1
through L4 and femur for Tai
Chi vs control. 5–10y
experience not different
from 10+

Significantly greater BMD in
lumbar spine and some
regions of femur (greater
trochanter, Ward’s area) in
Tai Chi vs control. Greater
quad strength and balance
in Tai Chi vs control



vs. 







How are the results presented?

?
Meta-analysis ( ) No
Exploring heterogeneity ( ) No







Step 4

Apply to your patient



?



Step 5

Evaluation our performance



Self – Evaluation 



Thanks for attention~


